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Abstract 
Domestic workers are paradigmatic invisible workers, laboring in their employer’s private 
homes. In the 1990s, activist migrant domestic workers and their advocates in Hong Kong 
fought for greater ‘labor rights’ and for improved work conditions, and against multiple forms 
of exploitation (overwork, underpayment, lack of rest, and physical and mental abuse). In the 
2000s, as labor rights discourses and labor activism failed to bring about the desired changes 
and improvements in migrant workers’ lives, activists and advocates increasingly adopted 
global human rights and anti-trafficking discourses to support their cause. Based on three 
decades of ethnographic and documentary research among Filipino and Indonesian migrant 
workers in Hong Kong, Constable argues that their global anti-trafficking discourses, fueled 
partly by the annual US Trafficking in Persons Reports, became a key tool with which migrant 
worker activists and advocates gained global visibility and brought attention to their cause. 
Although the “trafficking” discourse brought global visibility to migrant worker abuse, it was 
met with resistance by Hong Kong’s government establishment as they argued against any need 
for separate anti-trafficking laws. Documenting the rise of trafficking discourses in relation to 
migrant workers in the 2000s, this paper shows how global visibility was met by legal 
retrenchment and new forms of invisibility. The Hong Kong case illustrates how trafficking 
discourses are limited in their ability to bring about labor rights, partly because they define 
“victimhood” as exceptional, thus rendering invisible the less sensational and more persistent 
and everyday forms of labor abuse and exploitation.      
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gender and labor, global intimacies, and gendered mobilities and immobilities in East and 
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